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0 of 0 review helpful Five Stars By Linda Great story 0 of 0 review helpful Wonderful By Dessa Brunette I always 
enjoy books from this series They re wholesome and a quick light hearted read usually with a lesson I don t think I ve 
read a bad book from this series and this book is no exception 0 of 0 review helpful Peggy from St Lo Lily Marstow 
and Alyssa Cane think they have the perfect plan After all helping their single parents fall in love shouldn t be that 
hard But Silas Marstow wants nothing to do with the woman who lost track of his child for precious minutes in the 
aftermath of the High Plains tornado And Josie Cane is busy caring for her ailing grandmother and rebuilding her life 
The girl s matchmaking pact is in jeopardy unless they can make their parents see the love that s right 
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